READ IT -- THEN DO YOUR OWN THINK.
When your new automobile does not perform to expectations, you
look to the automobile factory for accountability. If your new
shoes fall apart after one wearing, you look to the shoe factory
for accountability.
When your children fail to develop rationally, productively,
responsibly, look to the "people factories" you turned your
children over to for intellectual input. These "people factories"
-- any institution claiming to be in the business of programming
ideas and data into your child's mental data base -- must be held
accountable. But every such institution denies accountability and
governments instead substitute intimidation, rules, regulations,
taboos, fines, imprisonment, captivity, confiscation of assets,
ad infinitum. When governments accredit institutions, all are
then collectivist and exclusively in the control business -- not
the "inquiry into the truth" business.
ACCREDITATION IS COLLECTIVISM. IT IS GOVERNMENT GUN CONTROLLED
FORCE THAT ABSOLUTELY BLOCKS INQUIRY. IT MANDATES CONFORMITY TO
ARROGANT VOCATIONAL IGNORANCE WHICH ELIMINATES THE CENTRAL
ELEMENT OF HUMAN NATURE: -- INQUIRY AND FREE WILL.
WHO IS ON YOUR SIDE -- AND YOUR CHILDREN'S

SIDE?

-- ONLY YOUl

We are offering you "a world of help" but you are the ones who
need to read and think -- and help your children to learn to read
and think. Every aspect of your life -- your happiness, your
wealth, your" health, your intelligence, your very physical
survival depends upon no one else but you. You can lead a student
to school but you can't make him think. You have to love your
children enough to stop protecting them from reality and in that
definition of honesty, instruct them in survival procedures. It
is the nature of the human.
Protecting your children from reality is not only dishonest. It
is teaching them to fake reality and making a "sitting duck"
victim of them should anything happen to you ( and/or your
protection) Your children's best insurance policy is the strength
they gain by accelerating their adolescence.
Open your children's minds to all possibilities. Help them
discover the nature of a value -- through their own experiences.
Then help them learn to keep their mouths shut and their minds
open. Consider all possibilities - the correct one will stand the
test of the simple principle explained in TEXTBOOK OF
AMERICANISM. This goes for decisions of the big three -- money,
power and sex. Obviously other problems are all sub topics of
those three prime motivators. Taking the love out of life
destroys the love of life. Think about it.

